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“Fourteen” developed for people who love the 
look of wide hardwood boards but don’t want the 

traditional top-nail appearance in their floor.

Fourteen has been fully designed and tested with the 
support of the “Australian Timber Flooring Association” 
for optimal performance as a floor covering. Fourteen’s 

unique attributes have been designed to work in 
harmony with the fixing methods and the subfloor 

to ensure a balanced stable floor is achieved.

Solid hardwood flooring creates a beautiful living 
space and it’s a environmentally wise choice.

Using state of the art manufacturing techniques, 
Hurford Hardwood has maximised the use 
of the resource by producing a 10mm thick 
board that is incredibly stable and has the 
same lifespan as much thicker products.

Ultra10 has been designed to be installed over a solid 
subfloor such as Plywood and Particleboard flooring.

Specifications
Species: Blackbutt, Blue Gum, Brushbox, 

Grey Box, Grey Ironbark, 
New England Blackbutt, Red 
Ironbark, Silvertop Stringybark*, 
Spotted Gum & Tallowwood

Grade: Select, Prestige, Standard, 
Rustic & Feature **

Profile: Tongue & Groove Offset 
(End Matched)

Size: 130mm x 14mm & 180mm x 14mm

Lengths: 600mm – 4500mm

*130 wide only. **grades will depend on width and 
species – please check before quoting/ordering.

Specifications
Species: Spotted Gum, Sydney Blue 

Gum, Flooded Gum, Blackbutt, 
Brushbox, Grey Ironbark

Grade: Select, Prestige or Rustic

Profile: Micro Tongue & Groove (Plain End)

Size: 86mm x 10mm

Wear layer: 5.5mm

Lengths: 400mm – 2700mm

Packaging: Ultra10 is supplied in small 
random length bundles, 
each with around 3m2.
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The Hurford Roasted process metamorphosis 
the natural colour of hardwood to create a deep 

rich tone that penetrates through the wood.

Hurford Roasted is a high temperature thermally 
modified hardwood that uses a custom designed 

heating program to alter the woods molecular 
structure. This has many benefits that include locking 

in the colour, increasing the durability and limiting 
movement to a fraction of normal kiln dried flooring.

Specifications
Colours: Peat: a natural dark earth hue.
 Cayenne: an intimate 

reddish bronze palette.

Colour penetration: 100% through the board

Grade: Prestige & Rustic

Profile: Tongue & Groove Offset 
(End Matched)

Size: 86 x 10mm, 83 x 14mm, 128 
x 14mm & 178 x 14mm

Ware layer: 5.5mm

Lengths: 600mm – 4500mm (128&178mm), 
400mm – 2700mm (86&83mm)

Specifications
Species: Blackbutt, Spotted Gum

Profile: Tongue & Groove Offset 
(End Matched)

Size: 60mm x 20.5mm

Wear layer: 7.5mm

Lengths: 900mm – 5400mm

Grade: Standard & Better

Coating: Unfinished

Milling Standard: AS2796.1

We understand the importance of performance.

Hurford Wholesale have developed unique product 
specific drying and processing techniques that assure 
the quality and stability of all Hurford Sports Flooring.

Our specialty hardwood flooring is ideal for 
basketball courts, volleyball courts, gymnasiums, 

handball courts, futsal pitches, aerobics & 
dance studios and multi-purpose halls.
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Emphasising Australia’s much loved classic species 
Blackbutt, Blue Gum, Brush Box, Ironbark & Spotted Gum.
Australian Native provides that organic, natural, warm feeling. The pre-finished 
range features a square edge profile and an ultra matt finish, to achieve a floor 
that’s earthy and effortless. Manufactured using a low shrinkage and eco-friendly 
Hevea as the core material and a tough Australian hardwood lamella for the wear 
layer, produces a product that’s consistent in quality and structural stability.

Australian Natives construction also incorporates a licensed Välinge 
click system, using a single action installation method, which saves 
time and ensures you can enjoy your new floor instantly.

Specifications...

Species Blackbutt, Blue Gum, Brush Box, 
Ironbark, Spotted Gum & 
Rustic Blackbutt

Blackbutt & Spotted Gum

Core Material Hevea Hevea

Locking System Välinge 5G Glueless Joining System Välinge 5G Glueless Joining System

Width 132mm 180mm

Thickness 13.5mm 13.5mm

Wear Layer 4mm 4mm

Length 1,820mm & 2,130mm 1,820mm & 2,130mm

Surface Smooth Texture Smooth Texture

Coating UV cured 6 coat Klumpp system UV cured 6 coat Klumpp system

Finish Ultra Matt 10% Gloss Ultra Matt 10% Gloss

Coverage 1,820mm - 1.922m² & 
2,130mm - 2.249m²

1,820mm -1.966m² & 
2,130mm - 2.300m²

Packaging 8 rows per box, maximum of 2 
nested rows

6 rows per box, maximum of 2 
nested rows

Matching 
Accessories

EVERwalk & HUSHwalk Underlays, 
Trims & Scotia

EVERwalk & HUSHwalk Underlays, 
Trims & Scotia
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

Description Engineered Hardwood Floor

Species Roasted Peat: Deep earth to dark chocolate. 
Blackbutt: Even light honey through to golden nutty browns. 
Spotted Gum: Light coffee brown to dark 
chocolate with some reddish tinges.

Wear Layer 4mm

Core Material Plantation Eucalyptus plywood

Size 180mm wide x 19mm thick - 1.98m2 per box 
132mm wide x 15mm thick - 1.742m2 per box

Profile Tongue and Groove 
End Matched 
0.3mm eased edge

Length Random 600mm to 2,200mm long 

Finish WOCA Denmark UV cured Oil 

Surface Medium Brush texture

Installation Glue Down, Floated

LUXURY IN ANY SPACE BRINGS THE 
FEELING OF STYLE AND SOPHISTICATION, 
AND STARTS FROM THE FLOOR UP.
First Floors is a premium engineered floor, with its slightly textured 
surface and modern matt oil finish it is the perfect choice for interiors of 
distinction. With the coastal golden rays of Blackbutt, the attractive wild 
warmth of Spotted Gum and the deep rich tones of Roasted Peat this 
boutique collection offers only the finest from our Australian species.

Roasted Peat, is an Australian Hardwood that has been through a 
thermal modification process that uses no chemicals to permanently 
alter the structure of the wood fibre. This process greatly increases 
the stability and density of the hardwood, as well as locking in 
the gorgeous deep earth to chocolate brown colour tones.
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WALK on your very own REAL Hardwood floor today.
In the hectic world we all live in, its nice to be able to take the time and 
WALK on a beautiful Engineered Hardwood floor. With its unique glueless 
locking system HM WALK is fast and easy to install in your home.

HM WALK is an engineered hardwood floor, which means that the surface 
you WALK on and see is made of strong hardwood, while underneath the 
surface HM WALK uses an extremely stable 9 ply construction made of 
plantation Eucalypt. This type of construction ensures the maximum use 
of our precious hardwood, which in turn is better for the environment.

Specifications...

Species Blackbutt, Spotted Gum, Blue Gum, 
Brush Box, Ironbark, Jarrah*

American White Oak

Core Material Plantation Eucalypt Plantation Eucalypt

Locking System Välinge 2G glueless joining system Välinge 2G glueless joining system

Profile Micro Bevel (ends and sides) Micro Bevel (ends and sides)

Size 136mm x 13.5mm 
186mm x 13.5mm

186mm x 13.5mm

Wear Layer 0.6mm 0.6mm

Length 1,830mm 1,830mm

Surface Smooth Smooth

Coating 13 Coats incorporating Aluminium Oxide 13 Coats incorporating Aluminium Oxide

Finish Satin (35% gloss) Matt (12% gloss)

Coverage 136mm: 1.793M² 
186mm: 2.042M²

186mm: 2.042M²

Packaging 6 rows per carton, with up to 2 nested rows 6 rows per carton, with up to 2 nested rows

Install Suitability Floating, direct glue Floating, direct glue

Sub Floor Heating 
Suitability 

Yes Yes

Install Over Wood, concrete, plywood & particleboard 
flooring

Wood, concrete, plywood & particleboard 
flooring

Colour Match Accessories Aluminium trims & MDF wrapped scotia Aluminium trims & MDF wrapped scotia

*Jarrah is only available in the 136mm board width.
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Inspired by the beautiful, old-world features of French décor.
Capturing all the characteristics of France, this luxurious and contemporary 
French Oak engineered collection by Hurford Flooring, has been carefully 
chosen to complement any s  home, commercial or retail.

The durability, strength and high quality engineered timber floor replicates 
all the same elements of solid timber flooring. The distinctive knots, grains 
and texture under foot provides a look and feel that showcases a true 
appearance. Hurford Flooring uses a resilient 7 coat Treffert UV lacquer 
system that ensures it is stain, scuff, scratch and slip resistant.

Specifications...

Feature Premiére Oak Elegant Oak

Description Engineered Flooring Engineered Flooring

Specie Genuine French Oak Genuine French Oak

Colour Tones Bateau, Burnt Umber, Natural, 
Slate Grey, Smouldered, 
Vintage, White Wash

Bateau, Burnt Umber, Natural, 
Slate Grey, Smouldered, 
Vintage, White Wash, Raw

Appearance Rustic Rustic

Width 190mm 189mm

Thickness 12mm 15mm

Length Up to 2100mm Up to 1830mm

Wear Layer 2mm 4mm

Finish Ultra Matt Ultra Matt

Surface Light Brush Texture Light Brush Texture

Connection Tongue & Groove Tongue & Groove
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CLIC Oak has been designed to compliment 
a vast variety of interior styles and decor.

The distinctive knots, grain and texture of CLIC Oaks’ 
surface are combined with quality materials making up the 
multi-layer construction. These features replicate the same 
elements of a true solid Oak floor with the added strength 
and durability that comes with the engineered production.

CLIC Oak incorporates click flooring technology, 
which is based on a single action method of 
flooring installation. Easy as one, two, CLIC!

CLIC Oak by Hurford Flooring is 
stylish, durable and simple to install.

Species: European Oak

Colour Stains: Vintage, Smouldered, 
Whitewash, Monaco, Slate Grey, Natural

Appearance: Rustic

Core Material: Hevea

Locking System: Valinge 5G Glueless joining system

Profile: Micro bevel 4 sides

Size: 185mm x 13.5mm

Wear Layer: 4mm lamella (nominal)

Length: 1,820mm & 2,130mm

Surface: Medium wire brushed texture

Coating: UV-cured 6 coats of Klumpp Coating

Finish: Matt (10% gloss)

Coverage: 1820mm - 2.020M2/
box & 2130mm – 2.364M2/box

Packaging: 6 rows per box, maximum of 2 nested rows

Install Suitability: Floating or direct glued

Install Sub-Floor Heating: Yes

Install Over: Wood, concrete, plywood 
& plywood over concrete

Colour Match Accessories: Aluminium 
trims & MDF wrapped scotia
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7 Coats
High-tech
German
Lacquer

25 Year
Construction

Warranty
Matching

Accessories
Prime

Genuine
Euro Oak

Be exposed to Naked Oak.

NATURAL:
• Profile: Micro bevel 4 side
• Surface: Medium wire 

brushed texture 
• Coating: UV cured 7 coat 

Treffert lacquer system
• Finish: Ultra matt 10-15%
• Install Suitability: 

Floating , direct glued, 
staples & nailed down

RAW:
• Profile: Fine sand, 

square edge
• Surface: Smooth
• Coating: Uncoated
• Finish: Unfinished
• Install Suitability: Direct 

glued, staples & nailed down

Manufactured in a world class mill, Naked Oak is a masterful 
combination of genuine European Oak bonded to a strong 
plantation eucalypt plywood core. The engineered profile features 
kissed edges on all four borders, to create an overall dimensional 
look, and a traditional tongue and groove locking system for easy 
installation. Each lamella has been exclusively sorted and graded, 
with only the highest quality oak qualifying for production.

Naked Oak is finished using a wire brushing technique, removing 
the soft grain to create a surface with natural depth and texture. The 
uninterrupted topographic like grain of the Oak is accentuated with a 
Natural stain which simultaneously illuminates the distinct almond, 
blonde tones to the deep champagne hues of the heartwood.

Specifications:
• Species: Genuine European Oak
• Colour Stains: Natural, RAW (unfinished)
• Appearance: Prime
• Core Material: Plantation Eucalyptus Plywood
• Locking System: Tongue & Groove (ends & sides)
• Size: 190 x 15mm
• Wear layer: 4mm lamella
• Length: 1,900mm
• Coverage: 2.166M2/box
• Packaging: 6 rows per box, maximum of 2 nested rows
• Install Sub-Floor Heating: Yes
• Install Over: Wood, concrete, plywood & plywood over concrete
• Colour Match Accessories: Aluminium trims & MDF wrapped scotia

Naked Oak is available in RAW; a finely sanded, square edged, 
unfinished product. Designed to be stained and finished on-site. RAW 
is the ideal selection to achieve a custom design vision, with limitless 
choices of stains and finishes to reflect one’s personal taste or style.
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CREATE A STRIKING CUSTOM 
SHOWPIECE FROM THE FLOOR UP 
USING HURFORD HERRINGBONE 
ENGINEERED PARQUET FLOORING.

Each block of Hurford Herringbone is carefully 
constructed using a prime grade Oak lamella 
for the wear layer, which is bonded to a strong 
Eucalyptus plywood core and reinforced with a 
veneer backing. This type of constructions ensures 
product stability and quality assurance.

Unfinished surface

Authentic 3mm 
Oak lamella

Plantation Eucalyptus 
Plywood core

Reinforced 
Veneer backing

Tongue and Groove 
locking system

Specifications...

Species: Oak
Colour Stains: RAW (unfinished)
Appearance: Prime
Core Material: Plantation Eucalyptus Plywood
Locking System: Tongue and Groove 
 (ends and sides)
Profile: Square edge (ends and sides)
Size: 120mm x 14mm
Wear Layer: 3mm lamella
Length: 600mm
Surface: Smooth, lightly sanded
Coating: Uncoated
Finish: Unfinished
Coverage: 1.728M2/box
Packaging: 24 pieces per box
Install Suitability: Direct glued
Install Sub-Floor Heating: Yes
Install Over: Wood, concrete, plywood & 
 plywood over concrete
Colour Match Accessories: N/A

ADD A CUSTOMISED STAIN & FINISH.

Hurford Herringbone has been produced leaving 
an unfinished, uncoated RAW surface. RAW is 
the ideal selection to achieve a custom design 
vision, with limitless choices of stains and finishes 
to reflect one’s personal taste or style.

25 year
construction

warranty Oak PRime
Grade
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A new age of practicality, performance and aesthetic appeal.
Natural Impressionist is a Replica Timber Plank that utilises the latest technology 
to produce the stunning visual effect of a beautiful natural hardwood floor. 

Natural Impressionist uses  photo-realism images to produce a high definition 
reproduction of classic hardwoods, which is available in 8 modern colour tones.

Natural Impressionist incorporates the Välinge patented licensed 
click system for a quick and easy glueless installation.

Natural Impressionist Replica Timber Plank can be installed over virtually any 
flat, dry substrate including in wet areas such as bathrooms and kitchens. 
Its natural timber texture not only creates an emotive connection to the 
floor, but adds a practical non-slip surface that is quiet underfoot.

For a practical, hard wearing & economical flooring solution suitable for most 
applications, Natural Impressionist Replica Timber Plank is a superb choice.

Specifications...
Description: Replica Timber Plank

Colour Tones: Amber, Cinnabar, Desert Rose, Jasper, 
Jet, Mica, Obeidian, Zircon

Width: 150mm

Thickness: 5.0mm

Length: 1220mm

Wear layer: 0.5mm, suitable for commercial and residential use

Finish: Matt

Surface: Natural Timber Texture

Connection: Välinge patented licensed click system

VOC test: European category A+, including 0 Formaldehyde emission
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WOOD ELEMENTS brings natural style to any exterior surface, 
whether as an individual feature or an entire façade.

Only the highest quality and naturally durable species are used 
in the external range of WOOD ELEMENTS. These included the 

Australian classics like Spotted Gum, Blackbutt & Ironbark that are 
sought after around the world for their strength, durability and style.

All the timber species used for the external use are rated 
Durability Class 1 under Australian Standard AS 5604 
-2005, which give these species the highest possible 

life expectancy ranking – greater than 40 years

Wood ELEMENTS is a complete solution for any wall, offering 
not just the cladding but all the detailed trims required to 

finish off the project and ensure a watertight result.

Using our expertise in drying and machining hardwoods and 
our detailed designs enables us to manufacture not only an 

incredibly beautiful cladding, but also a precision piece of timber 
suitable for all the ELEMENTS under the Australian sun.

WOOD ELEMENTS can be used externally utilizing the highly 
durable Australian species or internally where the addition of 

American White Oak is also available to give a modern crisp look.

68�, 88�, 138� & 188�
50�, 70�, 120�, 170�

21
�

7�

7�Screw �ocator Relief gr�ves

Automatic
�pacing
�ystem

Expansion aowance

Coulee
Following a traditional shadowline profile, 
Coulee is about flow. The contemporary 

shadowline can be installed in either vertically 
or horizontally. This open profile enables water 

to drain away, ensuring a barrier to the wall.

7�

4�

21
�

68�, 88�, 138� & 188�
50�, 70�, 120�, 170�

Flume
With its narrow channel, Flume creates a 
clean square edged pencil shadowline for 

crisp definition between each board.

21
�

7�

4�

68�, 88�, 138� & 188�
50�, 70�, 120�, 170�

Ravine (internal use)
A profile with a deep escarpment creating 
a distinctive “V” shaped ravine. The deep 
“V” shadowline will bring sophisticated 

clean lines to any interior.

Designer 
profiles...
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Architecture 
specifications...
Architectural Specification

PRODUCT NAME WOOD ELEMENTS CLADDING

Profile Name:  Coulee, Flume & Ravine

Cover Size: 50mm, 70mm, 120mm or 170mm X 21mm

Timber:  Blackbutt, Spotted Gum, Ironbark & 
American White Oak (internal use only)

Grade:  Prestige

Fixing:  Concealed stainless steel 8g 50mm AW drive screw

Joining:  End Matched with fitted moisture proof gasket

Trim – External Corner: 1. Aluminium with fitted moisture proof gasket. 
2. Wood with moisture proof gasket.

Trim – Internal Corner: 1. Aluminium with fitted moisture proof gasket. 
2. Wood with moisture proof gasket.

Trim – End Stop: 1. Aluminium with fitted moisture proof gasket. 
2. Wood with fitted moisture proof gasket.

Pre Oiling: Feast Watson Traditional Timber 
Oil (optional factory finish)

Finish: 2-3 coats of Feast Watson Traditional 
Timber Oil following installation

Product Sampling: 200mm long profile/species samples available.
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A complete system.
Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban Refined Architectural Cladding combines the ancient Japanese craft of fire treatment 

with a precision milled, architectonic cladding profile. It is a complete solution for any exterior wall, offering not just 

the cladding but a selection of customised trims to ensure a streamline execution and watertight result.

The timber species selected to manufacture Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban is ethically sourced and processed by Hurford’s locally 

owned and operated facility in Queensland, Australia. Favourably sort after for its natural qualities and unique appearance, 

Callitris glaucophylla is highly durable and a naturally termite resistant species. Applying the fire treatment forces an 

additional barrier of protection against insect attack and decay, furthermore increasing the species overall durability.

Hurford’s uses a modernised Shou Sugi Ban technique, the process evenly chars the face of 

the board before it is cooled and finished to Hurford’s ‘Straight Charred’ effect.

Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban Refined Architectural Cladding, is an aesthetically pleasing yet durable façade option.

Achieve great design without great effort by integrating our 
charred timber cladding into your next designs façade.
Why choose Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban Refined Architectural Cladding?

Hurford’s are one of the oldest companies in the Australian timber manufacturing business. Our love and 

expertise for drying and manufacturing timber products along with our heed for innovation in our industry 

subsequently fuels our drive to produce quality timber products, and in this case, a quality timber system.

Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban Refined Architectural Cladding is a complete solution for any wall, offering not just a precision 

milled piece of charred timber cladding but also the detailed trims to ensure a streamline finish and watertight result.

Profile Design Coulee
Collective features include:

• Relief grooves which are designed to take 

the stress out of the cladding, reducing 

the effect of warping and cupping.

• A specially designed ‘ridge locator’ connects 

with the overlap line providing an effortless 

straight-line finish, simultaneously controlling the 

expansion allowance for any timber movement.

• Screw location line indicates exactly where to fix the cladding board, allowing the 

next row to slide over the existing board and create a secret fix finish.

88� & 138�
70� & 120�

21
�

7�

7�Screw �ocator Relief gr�ves

Automatic
�pacing
�ystem

Expansion a�owance

Trim designs external corner, internal corner, end stop
Hurford’s Shou Sugi Ban trims provide a streamline finish and play an integral part in ensuring 

a water tight finish. All aluminium trims are factory fitted with waterproof gaskets* designed to 

decrease the on-site sealing process, and reduced the delivery of loose materials.

Cladding

Cladding

Stud Waterproof
Gasket

Sealant

Sealant

Waterproof
Gasket

Cladding

Cladding

Stud

Stud

Waterproof
Gasket

Stud

Cladding
Sealant

Waterproof
Gasket

* 9mm x 1.6mm gaskets 
are factory fitted. Additional 
foam gaskets, to form second 
moisture barrier, are available 
in rolls for on-site installation, 
or alternative sealant method 
can be implemented.
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Extrenal �ace

Utilising a specially developed end match 

system for external use, Hurford’s Shou 

Sugi Ban endmatch profile has a micro 

bevel edge designed to encourage water 

to drain away from the join. Applying a 

bead of sealant to the join at installation 

stage eliminates moisture transfer and 

ensures a watertight connection.

End matching the product means the 

boards can be fixed mid stud, eliminating 

the need to dock and create volumes of 

waste, saving up to 10% of the product 

that previously would have been 

thrown away. Not only does this save 

costs, it’s a better for our environment 

with less resource being used.

All trims in the Hurford’s Shou Sugi 

Ban Cladding range feature a factory 

fitted seal, the foam gaskets compress 

and expand with timber movement, an 

extra safeguard against the Australian 

storm season. Factory fitted gaskets 

eliminate the on-site sealing process, 

reducing labour costs. The Moisture 

Barrier System does not eliminate the 

need for good building practice and 

meeting the Building Code of Australia.

The Automatic Spacing System allows 

expansion to be placed between the 

boards, which is automatic and doesn’t 

require any special tools or spacers to 

get right. The specially designed ridge 

locator controls the expansion allowance 

and in addition helps with concealing 

the cladding screw if the boards were 

to lose moisture. The expansion is 

designed to take out any stress caused 

if the boards absorb or lose moisture.

Features end matched, moisture barrier system, automatic spacing system.

7�

Overlap
�ine

Expansion
a�owance

CLADDING

Profile: Coulee

Width: 88mm (70mm cover) 

& 138mm (120mm cover)

Thickness: 21mm

Length: Random

Moisture Content: AS1080.1

Fixing: Concealed fixing

Species: Callitris

Joining: End-matched, micro bevel

Finish: Straight Charred

BAL: Standard Production BAL-LOW 

*Australian Hardwoods with BAL-29 

rating available upon request.

TRIMS

External Corner: Powdercoated 

Aluminium

Internal Corner: Powdercoated 

Aluminium

End Stop: Powdercoated Aluminium

Straight Charred Finish

Hurford’s ‘Straight Charred’ 

process removes the heavily 

charred top layer to reveal a 

subtle textured surface that 

accentuates the blackened grain 

and features of the timber.

Specifications
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Stability Plus

Hurford Roasted Ash Decking is extremely stable with around half the 

movement of other kiln-dried timber decking products. Making this 

decking unlikely to warp, check, bow, cup or twist, expand or contract.

Chemical Free Treatment

Roasted Ash uses a thermal high temperature treatment that changes 

cell structure to reduce woods absorbency. This significantly improves 

and protect the product resistance from mould and rot without the use 

of any chemicals.

End Matched Decking

Using a specially designed end matched profile created for external use, 

means the decking can be joined anywhere, rather than having to dock 

material (creating waste) and joining on top of a joist - this translates to 

a saving of precious resource as well as money.

Traditional or Secret Fixing

Hurford Roasted Ash Decking can be fixed using the traditional 

method through its face or using the unique invisible fixation system. 

The decking clips provide a gap for optimal ventilation between the 

decking boards and substructure the enhances drying and prevents 

waterlogging. 

Keep your deck looking good

All timbers age and change colour when used outside. To help protect 

against this, coating your deck with a suitable external decking finish is 

advisable. This will assist in maintaining and protecting your deck into 

the future*

*Always follow the manufactures instructions when applying decking finishes – particularly around the 

number of coats required and the frequency of recoating to maintain the best possible finish.

Species North American White Ash

Grade Select

Treatment All Natural, Chemical FREE, Thermally Modified

Colour Dark Chocolate Brown Tones with Defining Grains

Width 132mm

Thickness 20mm

Length Random 1000mm to 4200mm long

Profile 3mm Pencil Round on Side

End Locking V-Joint End Matched JEM™

Joist Spacing 450mm

Fixing Unique Invisible Fixation  System or Traditional

Install Aid Specially Designed T-Bar Clamp

Technical information...

Profiled for secret fixing

Unique secret fixing system
Effective tool for an easy install, two 

clamps will help secure evenly

End matched designed for external use
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Screening
Timber screening is a cost effective, 
durable and decorative way to provide 
more privacy, hide areas from view, protect 
from the elements or provide security.

Hurfords have kiln dried screening timber available 
in both Australian and Imported hardwoods in a 
wide range of species, sizes and grades.

Decking
Decking is a great feature to add to your home. With this valuable addition your living 
and entertaining space is extended for you to enjoy outdoor living for years ahead.

Hurfords have kiln dried decking timber available in both Australian and Imported 
hardwoods in a wide range of species, sizes and grades.
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The Most Advanced Quartz Surface

NaturaStone is a 6mm thick Australian Made 
Quartz Surfacing material combining beauty with 

ease of handling and exceptional durability. 

NaturaStone can be readily applied to an infinite 
variety of residential and commercial projects.

NaturaStone can be installed as a complete new 
counter top or surface, or applied on site, easily 
resurfacing existing counter tops and surfaces.
NaturaStone applications include:

» Kitchen counter tops

» Splashbacks

» Bar tops

» Bathroom vanity tops

» Shower and bath panels

» Shower bases

» Food service counters

» Commercial counters

» Fascia panels

» Lift car panels

» Dining tables

» Coffee tables

See website for full colour range.
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The Most Advanced Quartz Surface

NaturaStone is a 6mm thick Australian Made 
Quartz Surfacing material combining beauty with 

ease of handling and exceptional durability. 

NaturaStone can be readily applied to an infinite 
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NaturaStone can be installed as a complete new 
counter top or surface, or applied on site, easily 
resurfacing existing counter tops and surfaces.
NaturaStone applications include:

» Kitchen counter tops

» Splashbacks

» Bar tops

» Bathroom vanity tops

» Shower and bath panels

» Shower bases

» Food service counters

» Commercial counters

» Fascia panels

» Lift car panels

» Dining tables

» Coffee tables

See website for full colour range.
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OneTrim mouldings are manufactured from sustainable plantation grown Radiata Pine. A timber 
species that is lightweight yet strong and durable, making OneTrim very easy to work with. Any 
natural knotty character or imperfections are removed and then a finger jointed process is 
implemented. OneTrim mouldings are given a surface sand to smooth out finger jointed joins 
or raised gains, then two coats of white primer is applied producing a quality finish.

Fixing Installation Guide

Storage Prior to installation, store OneTrim mouldings inside the room you intend to install, so they can 
acclimatise to the environment. Keep DRY and off the ground as mouldings may take in moisture 
over time. Keep mouldings stacked flat to avoid bending.

Health & Safety When handling moulding make sure, you wear the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE); 
gloves, safety glasses, respiratory protection equipment and your workspace is well ventilated. For 
more in depth information please view OneTrims Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) on our website.

Cutting & Chiselling When cutting mouldings to length with a power or hand held saw, use sharp saw blades to prevent 
jagged edges. If required to use a chisel ensure that the tool is sharp and well maintained. 
Recommend you prime and seal saw cuts to stop moisture intake.

Nailing To make certain that the installation of mouldings is secure, it is strongly recommended you nail 
and use construction adhesive glue. If using a nail gun you want the nail to be slightly below the 
moulding surface. To avoid the nail shooting too deep, you will need to make adjustments to suit 
moulding thickness. Fill nail holes with a quality wood filler.

Sanding & Painting To prep mouldings before painting, give them a slight sand for an even coat and wipe over to remove 
any dust or residue. Then you are ready to paint on your top coat, one or two coats may be required.

Disposal Dispose of OneTrim mouldings, at a permitted landfill facility in accordance with local, state and 
federal regulations. It is a good idea to keep some unused offcuts for any unforeseen repairs.

OneTrim is a collection of radiata pine, white pre-primed, kiln dried, finger 
jointed mouldings. We offer an extensive selection from contemporary to 
traditional profiles that add distinctive features, dimension, texture and 
architectural interests to your home, retail or commercial interior.

To view the full collection of OneTrims moulding profiles 
and size options, please visit www.onetrim.com.au.
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For more information on these products please visit our website 
www.hurfordwholesale.com.au or call your Hurford Wholesale state office.

Hurford Recycled Timber is made from timber 
that is destined to be scrapped such as old railway 
sleepers. They are carefully machined to produce 
a high quality wall lining and  flooring product.

Le Mur Tonnellerie is the preservation and transformation 
of century old French Oak wine barrels into beautiful 
unique engineered Wall Lining and Flooring.

Wall Linings

hardWALL is a natural timber wall lining that offers 
a very unique industrial look that will transform the 
identity of a space, creating a raw modern atmosphere.

Hurfords Engineered Flooring range and Solid Hardwood 
Flooring can all be used as a feature wall/s or ceiling lining 
product. Creating a look that are both stylish and dramatic. 
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Joinery Timber

Wood is an attractive construction 
material from stunning furniture pieces 
through to spectacular staircases 
and door joinery as well a striking 
feature structures. It offers a superior 
performance with design options 
only limited to your imagination.
Hurfords specialise in producing and supplying 
an extensive range of joinery timbers to the 
requirements of timber merchants, joiners 
and manufactures all over Australia.

Our diverse range of Australian and Imported 
species enhance the appearance selection for 
colour tones and grains for all design opportunity.

By having quality control over processes, 
we make certain the timber supplied at the 
beginning is to a high standard to reflect through 
to the end internal or external application.

·  Australian and Imported Joinery Timber 
Species in array of grades, sizes and 
random length packs available.
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Panel & Plywood

Other Panel and Plywood products we can supply:

»  Structural Plywood (CD)

»  Non-Structural Plywood (CD)

»  Bracing Plywood

»  Feature Plywood (AC, BB, BC)

»  Bendy Ply

»  Lauan Ply

»  Lightweight Falcata

»  BB/CC Plywood

»  Plywood Cladding

»  Marine Ply (BS1088)

»  Marine Ply (AS/NZS 2272-2006)

»  Particleboard Flooring Ply

»  T & G Hardwood Flooring Ply

»  T & G Softwood Flooring Ply

»  Hardform Formply

»  Formply (Softwood)

»  Particleboard Raw

»  White Melamine Particleboard

»  Particleboard Flooring

»  MDF Raw

»  While Melamine MDF

Feature Ply (AC, BB, BC)
Commonly finished in a clear to highlight the face, Feature Ply 
is ideal for use in broad range of structural and non-structural 
applications including decorative ceiling and wall linings, 
whether left solid, slotted or perforated with small holes.

Marine Ply
Manufactured using high quality plantation hoop pine veneers 
and a type A Phenolic bond, hoop pine plywood is well suited 
to marine applications based on its density, bending strength, 
impact resistance and surface finishing characteristics.

Hardform Formply
Durable and reusable, Hardform is made from cross-
banded veneers and high quality phenolic surfaces to 
provides users with the convenience of both bi-directional 
strength (F14 or F17) and dimensional stability.

Structural Plywood (CD)
Structural plywood is an engineered wood panel 
designed to be a high-strength sheet for use in 
general structural building and construction, subject 
to an application’s load bearing requirements.
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Hurford Wholesale’s stock consists 
of quality fencing and landscaping 
timbers and a range of structural 
F graded timbers ideal for high 
strength applications. We have 
treated stock available for above 
and in ground protection against 
fungal decay, borers and termites.
Landscaping products:

· Hardwood Palings Tan E H3

· Hardwood Rails Tan E H3

· Hardwood Posts Tan E H4

· Hardwood Sleepers Tan E H4

Palings, rails and posts also available in treated pine.

Structural products:

· Green Hardwood F14 Untreated

· Green Hardwood F17 Untreated

· Green Hardwood F22 Untreated

· Green Hardwood F14 Treated

· Green Hardwood F17 Treated

· Green Hardwood F22 Treated

· Cypress Sawn Unseasoned F7

· KD Hardwood F27 Non Durable (interior only)

· KD Hardwood F27 Dura 1 (exterior use)

Landscaping & Structural Timber
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Cypress Products

Cypress is an economical and sustainable 
softwood timber, plentiful in NSW 
and QLD. The highly durable species 
is naturally termite resistant making 
it ideal for building and construction 
applications such as cladding, fencing 
and landscaping, while the features of 
Cypress timber creates an appealing 
and unmistakable flooring product.

 Hurfords extensive range of Cypress products include:

· Screening & Decking

· Solid select grade flooring

· Pre-finished solid flooring

· Solid flooring with reverse VJ profile

· Chamfer & Shiplap

· Sawn Unseasoned F7

· Sawn Unseasoned Posts

Our Cypress harvested from the Barakula State 
Forest in Western Queensland is otherwise 
known as “Barakula Gold”, due to the superior 
quality of the raw material. Hurfords Cypress Mill 
in Chinchilla is the only licensee in the Barakula 
State Forest, and as such Hurford is the sole 
supplier of the Barakula Gold range of Cypress.
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About Hurford Wholesale

The Hurford Group.
Covers the entire supply chain 
from the management and 
harvesting of forest resources, 
processing, manufacturing, sales 
and distribution of wood products 
in Australia and around the world.

An Australian Business.
Founded in 1932 Hurfords is an 
Australian third generation family 
business, strongly dedicated to 
the native hardwood timber 
industry, celebrating over 
85 years of trade.

Nationwide Distribution.
With distribution warehouses 
located in Queensland, New 
South Wales, Victoria, South 
Australia and Western Australia 
Hurfords are able to efficiently 
service the Australian market.

50 + Timber Species.
Strong relationships forged over 
the decades with producers both 
domestically and internationally 
allow Hurfords to source an 
impressive variety of native 
and exotic specialty timbers.

International Export.
We offer local Hardwoods, 
Cypress and Hurford Flooring 
lines for shipping to all major 
international markets. Hurfords 
international based branches: New 
Zealand, North America and France.

Environmental Awareness.
Hurfords have purchased over 
5000 hectares of land and 
have commenced a planting 
program that will see more than 
25000 new plantation eucalypt 
saplings established each year.



Queensland
400 Stapylton-Jacobs Well Road, 
Stapylton QLD 4207 
(07) 3442 6300 
salesqld@hurfordwholesale.com.au

New South Wales & Australian Capital Territory
Unit 6, 34-38 Anzac Avenue, 
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
(02) 4646 1406 
salesnsw@hurfordwholesale.com.au

Victoria & Tasmania
47-57 Wedgewood Road,
Hallam VIC 3803
(03) 8794 3300 
salesvic@hurfordwholesale.com.au

South Australia & Northern Territory
7-9 Acorn Road,
Camden Park SA 5038
(08) 8376 6694 
salessa@hurfordwholesale.com.au

Western Australia
0448 132 955
saleswa@hurfordwholesale.com.au
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